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A
Makeshift
Advent

Pastor Ángel preaching about Advent
good news via Zoom for the Dec. 6
El Encuentro gathering. Anyone is
welcome to visit El Encuentro (Spanish
gathering) on Sunday’s at 1:00pm, link
is on the website.
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—Angel and Janelle Lopez-Koolhaas, Pastors of Neighborhood Ministries

We (Angel and Janelle) couldn’t
have grown up with more different
experiences of holidays like
Christmas. We’ll spare you the annual
ebb and flow of misunderstandings,
but assure you that such things
do pass, and we remain delighted

to celebrate life together, and
committed to accepting (and
eventually laughing about!) the
things we don’t have in common.
Christmastime for me (Janelle)
was steeped in family traditions,
church tasks and symbols that rarely
altered. The placement of specific
decorations, the menu of favorite
cookie recipes, caroling at the
nursing home every Christmas Eve,
and even our Christmas music were
beloved and reliable. (When records
and cassettes became “passe”, we
just bought the same music on CDs!)
One of my standing tasks, since I
was 12 or so, was to prepare and

set up the Advent wreath at church,
fluff the wire branches, make sure
there were matches and a snuffer,
scrape the wax drippings, and so
on. Our family embraced the reality
of dad being the pastor and mom
the worship music director with
their annual holy-day commitments.
We never traveled, and only rarely
received company over December
24th and 25th. We could do the
holiday “our way”, each year, with
minimal accommodations to others’
preferences or input--and frankly, we
reveled in it!
Angel’s memories of Navidad
(‘Christmas’) were made up of
much more uncertainty, usually a
lot more family around, and a very
spontaneous “drop in” approach to
holiday visiting. He’ll tell you that he
always looked forward to delicious
tamales-- but never knew where, or
precisely with whom they would be
eaten. For many reasons too long to
list here, he grew up cherishing far
less expectation at home and church
in the form of traditions.
2005 was our second Christmas
as married folks, and found us in
Vancouver, B.C. (Canada), where
I’d begun to pastor a small but very
international congregation. For
holidays there, we very fittingly
surrounded ourselves with other
members who were equally unsure
of what to do with unspoken
expectations, wistfulness for
(see Makeshift, page 2)
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home, missing faraway loved ones,
and wariness of snow. It felt so
right to us that we made this our
tradition: making up things as we
went, wherever, and with whomever
was at hand. One year, this even
included a December 25 last-minute
cancellation of the rented space
where our church met, and fairly
spontaneous cramming of 40 people
into our open-concept condo for a
Christmas worship service! A guitar
was handily played for the carols.
We ran power point lyrics on our
TV so everyone could sing, and I
swiped a wreath off a wall and some
candles off the mantle to fashion
an Advent wreath so all could watch
as we lit those reminders of hope,
peace, joy, and love. Few things
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have tangibly embodied for me so
perfectly a Savior-child who came
inconveniently into humanity’s allbut-canceled hope… Emmanuel, God
with us; above and beyond anything
we could have asked or prepared for!

It felt so right to us
that we made this our
tradition: making up
things as we went,
wherever, and with
whomever was at
hand.
This year, our family’s advent wreath
is in a tray with handles, with small
candles that won’t tip or drip as they
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are moved around the table during
Zoom worship, able to slide aside
for online school lessons and staff
meetings and gift wrapping. But
still reminding us of the unchanging
light of Christ of in our midst. The
tray is also filled with pine cones that
to us symbolize hope and waiting…
seeds that must fall to the ground
and wait, seemingly lifeless, for life
and newness to come again. What
a visual reminder for 2020, and for
every Advent!
May your season of Advent, perhaps
different this year from anything
you’ve cherished or expected, be
a time when the reality of Christ
entering into our broken plans and
hurting world is just the message of
hope and life your heart is
waiting for!

Church Family News
Birthdays

Thank You

Gordon Smith
December 6 - 92 years

Dear TRC Family,

Sue Pettinga
December 24 - 96 years

Anniversary
Ron & Sunny Boeve
December 7
63 years
Elliot & Elaine Tanis
December 29
61 years

New Address
Ron & Sunny Boeve
145 Columbia Ave. #337
Holland, MI 49423

Thanks so much for the prayers,
messages of support and meals that
you’ve provided following the passing
of my dad. Your continued support
through both the sorrows and joys of
life is greatly appreciated.
Love,
Kip, Christa, Martha, Henri and Chloe
Holland-Anderson
Dear Friends,
Thank you so much for the beautiful
wooden music stand you gave me in
honor of my retirement from director
of children’s music. It has been a joy
to work with the children of Third for
the past 20 years. I will miss working

with them, but with the pandemic,
we don’t know when we will be
singing in groups again, so this
seemed like the right time to retire.
Thank you for all of your support
and help with the choirs - especially
SS teachers, parents, Joyce Fry,
and accompanists Chris Walvoord
and Karen Stam. And a special
thank you goes to Linda Strouf who
was wonderful to work with and
supported and cheered on all that
the choirs and I did.
Mary Van Voorst
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The New Church Sign
Having received responses from congregants both in
favor and voicing displeasure regarding the recent
Consistory decision to post signage on the exterior of
the church that reads as follows: “Black Lives Matter,
Equal Justice for All Matters.” We would like to clarify
why we believe signage is timely and appropriate:

1

Don’t all lives matter to God
and to us as Christian People
and as a Church?

As a Christian community we affirm
the inherent dignity and worth of
each person as created and beloved
children of God. This is affirmed
in scripture in the early pages of
the Bible in the creation account in
Genesis 1. And the New Testament
affirms, at least in aspiration, that
Jesus died and rose again for the
sins of every human being and the
reconciliation of the entire creation.
However, there are passages
in scripture where particular
groups of people are lifted up as a
matter of concern. For example,
scripture constantly calls us to
welcome the stranger, to do good
to the widow and the orphan. In
the New Testament, the Apostle
Paul singled out his own people,
the Jewish people, because they
were not responding to the gospel.
The Book of Acts focuses acutely
on the Gentiles also included in
the covenant community in Acts
chapter 10-11. Jesus told a parable
about a Good Samaritan because
the Samaritans at that time were
particularly treated by his own
people with derision and hate.
We have particularly entered the

stories of our brothers and sisters
in Christ who are African Americans
as they negotiate our society and try
to raise children and grandchildren
in our society. We know that on this
continent that the enslavement and
lack of equal treatment before the
law has been an ongoing struggle in
our society. And we know that our
own congregation still needs to seek
a greater awareness and openness
to learn from our fellow Christians
who are people of color. The
signage is an indicator of support
and affirmation to those who have
sometimes been the “least of Christ’s
brothers and sisters.”

2

Is the sign an endorsement
of the Black Lives Matter
organization?

No. We use the words because it
is part of a larger movement in the
greater church and the community
that seeks to affirm that every
person in the community should be
treated equally before the law. There
are items on blacklivesmatter.com
that may have compatibility with the
Christian faith, such as de-escalating
violence or intergenerational
cooperation, but there are other
items on the website that have not
been endorsed by the consistory.
Thus the church signage is not an
organizational endorsement but

is Third Church’s affirmation that
we walk alongside fellow church
members who are African American
and affirm that all of the citizens
of our society are entitled to equal
justice before the law.

3

Why are we
doing this
now?

4

How does a sign relate to
the overall mission of the
church?

Discussion and discernment about
signage have been ongoing for six
months with various members of
the congregation, the deacons in
particular, and the consistory as a
whole. The discussions arose out of
the racial tensions going on in the
United States in the past few years.
The signage is a result of learning
and listening to minority members
of our church that there is still much
to be done in the church and our
society to be a more inclusive and
reconciling community.

If one is a part of our worship
services on a regular basis,
congregants know that a
fundamental focus of our worship
is to know God and to know the
scriptures. We are a biblically
literate congregation that
continuously seeks to learn more.
Our worship does not fundamentally
seek to be a commentary on current
events, although we do want to
relate the Word of God to our own
lives and our society in which we
live. We see the signage flowing
out of the scriptural tradition of the
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Old Testament prophets interpreted
through the Belhar Confession, “that
the church must therefore stand by
people in any form of suffering and
need, which implies among other
things, that the church must witness
against and strive against any form
of injustice, so that justice may roll
down like waters, and righteousness
like an ever-flowing stream.”
(Amos 5:24)
Signage may prompt us to enter
more fully into engaging the minority
community in Holland as a part of
our identity and mission in the heart
of the city. It may prompt us to
further live into our vision statement
that was recently approved by the
consistory and the congregation.
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5

Have we crossed
the line into
politics?

We are aware that there are
congregational members who
express unease that the church
is making a public stance in the
social and political realm of life. We
are a congregation with a variety
of political views that collectively
worship at the one table of our
Lord. Yet we acknowledge that the
problem of racism and the need for
reconciliation is an ongoing area
of discipleship for us as a Christian
Church and basic equality continues
to an ongoing struggle in our society.
We should not be partisan as a
church, but there are times when
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we do need to reaffirm basic values
of human respect and decency for
some of the most vulnerable in our
society.
We recognize that some in the
community beyond the church will
feel that we are being partisan
politically. We believe that the need
to affirm that Black lives matter,
and for us to reflect on how we
should respond to that fact, is more
important than any discomfort that
may result. If we are asked about
this by our friends and members
of our community, let us use that
encounter as an opportunity to share
our faith and to invite others to join
us in service to God’s world and our
neighbor.

Sanctuary Upgrades: Renewing the House of the Lord
While we cannot gather in the sanctuary for Advent and Christmas worship because of the ongoing pandemic, we are
renewing the House of the Lord, the Sanctuary of Third Reformed Church. From the left: Etta Hesselink has donated
a Mason and Hamlin piano which will be placed in the sanctuary; the lift that was used in the sanctuary for the AV
Upgrade project; getting ready to preach from the lectern on a Sunday morning.
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Slow Advent with the Old Testament Prophets
— Pastor Kent

Our theme for Advent during morning
worship is Slow Advent. The theme
fits with preparation for the birth of
Christ in a time of pandemic when
we must be patient and willing to
wait. But the theme also fits with the
section of the Old Testament in our
journey through the Bible—the Old
Testament prophets. In the Christian
tradition we know the prophets as
the ones who prepared Israel and the
nations for the birth of Christ.
In the Advent song, Lo How a Rose
E’er Blooming, there is the line,
“Isaiah twice foretold it.” And Isaiah
in chapter 7 proclaimed “a young
woman shall conceive and bear a
son,” or “Unto us a child is born, unto

us a Son is given,” we have Isaiah’s
prophecies that we believe are
fulfilled in the coming of Christ.
Yet the prophets were more than
proclaimers of a messianic future
message. They primarily spoke
to their contemporary situation in
the eighth to the fifth centuries, to
nearly a century and a half before the
birth of Christ. And that message
to their contemporaries is relevant
to today. Here are some key points
about the relevance of the Old
Testament prophets according to
R.B.Y. Scott in his classic work on the
prophets:
“The prophets speak not of our age,

but to it because the Word of God is
in their mouth.”
The prophets make it plain that
religion and ethical behavior must
form a vital unity. Responsibility
to the neighbor next door is also
to all neighbors, and this is vitally
important for modern humans.
The deepest emotions of all find
expression in worship, if it is to be
true worship. The prophets do not
prescribe the forms of worship, but
they are concerned with the ends of
worship that issues in a deep love of
God and care for human beings.
Loyal churchmanship is a good thing
(See Prophets, page 6)

Prophets by Joel
Schoon-Tanis.
Text in painting
reads: “In the Old
Testamint, Profits
walked around
yelling at peeple for
braking the rules.
They would of made
good referees.
Sometimes they told
what was gonna
happen in the future
— like what God
was gonna do, or
like Jesus coming,
or like the weather
probly.”
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Disability Concerns

which unconsciously may be a snare,
 Phil Coray
—
for it can too easily become just a
hobby.
I know it is difficult to feel uncertain
While the prophet is concerned about about how long it may be until we
can safely return to being with
the practice of faith in society, it
emanates from a profound personal each other, especially not knowing
when vaccines will be approved and
experience of God. The prophet is
distributed. Classes and the social
not interested in knowledge about
time after the morning worship
God, but rather speaks and gives
witness from the personal knowledge service have helped us to share
information but there are limitations
of God.
on time and participation on Zoom.
The prophet calls on his
contemporary society to corporate
Life seems to have slowed down for
repentance for social sin as well as
many of us, we know how quickly
personal repentance for individual
our physical and emotional lives can
acts, resting on the grace and the
change. If we experience changes
mercy of God. “They traced society’s it would be helpful to contact our
troubles to the inverted order of
Care Elder or someone else we can
material and spiritual things, to
trust to help us deal with concerns,
humanity’s self-interest and selfor better yet to tell of improvements
exaltation against God, and to the
or matters to celebrate. Of course,
denial of our own nature in denying
privacy must be maintained.
human kinship.” Blessed is the one
whose confidence is in the Lord—life’s If you read or hear something of
foundation, its pivot, its integration. help or of interest please share
information with others who may
This is what modern human being
benefit or enjoy.
lack and need most of all.
On the front page of the website, we
have family devotions for the season
of Advent that allow the prophets
of the Old Testament to lead us to
Bethlehem. Children’s pages are
included. We also have weekly the
devotional page Sharing God’s Story
@ Home, and we have attached
our Advent flyer to the end of this
newsletter. We encourage you to
draw on spiritual resources this
Advent in a time of deep darkness so
that God’s light breaks forth.

The next issue the Disability
Concerns newsletter, Breaking
Barriers, will have articles about
people with disabilities for whom
this pandemic has allowed access to
communities that were inaccessible
before. The newsletter is asking
for stories from Black, indigenous
or persons of color who live with
a disability. Stories of 400 words
may be submitted by January 29,
2021, and be e-mailed to Terry at
tdeyoung@rca.org.
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Miss Joyce’s
Jottings
Children’s Christmas Party
Celebration

Children in Kindergarten – Sixth
grades are invited to join us for our
Zoom Christmas party on Wednesday,
December 9th at 6:30 p.m. (Link will
be on the website). Please RSVP
(joycefry@trcholland.org) if your
child is planning to participate.
Party Packets can be picked up at
the Parsonage portico, on Tuesday
and Wednesday (December 8th and
9th). Come celebrate the joy of the
season with your church friends!
Sundays on Zoom
All children are invited to join us
as we “travel through the Bible”
each Sunday at 9:00 a.m. on Zoom.
This month we will be meeting on
December 13th and December 20th.
We will not be meeting on December
27th and January 3rd. Enjoy the
holiday season with your family!
We wish for all our children and their
families a very joyful and blessed
Christmas season!
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The Little Tale of a Beautiful Christmas
Cake
—Kit Leggett on behalf of WMTRC

If you have missed baking birthday
cakes for our Hope student
neighbors this year, perhaps you
will enjoy this little tale about a
time back in 1961 when a home
baked Third Church birthday cake
for Christmas came to be.
Recently the president of Women’s
Ministries was seen rummaging
through the file drawers of the
dark recesses of the storage
room. Because she was desperate
to locate a story about birthday
cakes from the past, she decided
to explore what might be hidden in
the Storage/Archives Room on the
lower level. To her wonderment,
she discovered a large photo of
a beautiful cake decorated with
poinsettias, a cake so lovely
that it certainly must have
been baked for a Hope student
with a birthday in December!
On the cake the name, “Doug”,
was carefully spelled out in
cursive! The president simply
had to learn the identity of
this lucky student. Since the
photo had been dated “1961”,
she searched the church’s
ShelbyNext directory, looking for
anyone named “Doug” who would
have been old enough to have

received this cake. Lo and behold,
she discovered that a certain Doug
Walvoord would have been just
the right age in 1961 to have had
this special cake created for his
Christmas birthday!
Epilogue
Alas, this little tale has not truly
come to an end. Why? You may ask.
Because no one has ever learned
the identity of the talented baker
who made Doug’s cake. So, if you
are a mature member of Third
Church and may know the answer,
please contact Doug Walvoord. He
can be found on ShelbyNext.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FROM
WOMEN’S MINISTRIES!
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Merry Christmas
This is the final newsletter of the
2020 calendar year—and what a
year it has been! Through it all,
the community of Third Reformed
Church has been such a blessing.
The love and care I have had the
privilege to witness has been
wonderful; your generosity is
humbling; the joy you take in
seeing one another, even just
through a computer screen, is
heartwarming and so lovely.
Thank you. As we move through
this season where we await
Christ, we can all take comfort in
that He is truly Emmanuel, God
with us. Take care.
—Amy Lunn

9:00 AM Sundays - Sunday School and Chapel Class.
10:00 AM Sundays - Interactive Worship via Zoom.
Visit www.trcholland.org to connect with us!

ADVENT
2020
Slow Advent Series:
Watching and
Waiting for God

This is a holiday season like no other. While it is disappointing to not be
able to spend this time surrounded by family and friends like in most years, a “Slow Advent”
may help us step back and consider what is profoundly important. Please join us in our advent
journey as we wait for Emmanuel, God with us.

November 29

Just as God prepared Israel and the world for the coming of the Lord
we too can look to the prophets of the Old Testament to show us the
way. We begin advent with Pastor Kent in the lion’s den with Daniel.
Daniel 6:6-27.

December 6

On the second Sunday of Advent, we’ll be studying the words of the
prophet Joel with Pastor Kama and Elaine Tanis. Joel 2:12-13, 28-29.

December 13

We continue in the Old Testament with Isaiah, and focus on joy with
Pastor Kent and Jeff Munroe. Isaiah 61:1-11.

December 20

This last Sunday of Advent we study and celebrate the foretelling of
Jesus’ birth in Luke 1:26-45 with Pastor Kent and Ben Kamphuis.

Christmas Eve
Christmas Day

5:00 PM and 11:00 PM services.
10:00 AM Songs and Scriptures for Christmas Day.

